Governments and cities around the world are currently facing rapid growth in the use of Electric Vehicles and therewith the need for Charging Infrastructure.
Introduction
Governments and cities around the world are currently facing rapid growth in the use of Electric Vehicles (EVs). Many countries identify the need for of the EV system should be covered by the model. Thereafter, in section 3 a detailed description of the model is given according to the ODD protocol [15, 16] . We then examine output metrics of the model to validate and test the model in Section 4. In section 5 we show an sensitivity analysis of the model parameters and present the validation of the model both in terms of the behavior of EV users and the use of CPs in the model. The paper ends with a conclusion and discussion on the applicability of the SEVA model.
Review of Relevant Literature
Various papers in the field of simulation and modeling study EV charging infrastructure, each with its own focus. Sweda and Klabjan [8] and Hess et al [7] are concerned with minimizing charging costs, Zhu [9] focuses on improving the adoption of EVs, and [10, 11, 12, 14, 13, 17] all focus on optimizing the energy demand. Besides models dedicated to charging infrastructure, there exist core traffic simulation models that extend to EV adoption and EV infrastructure [18] .
Most research on simulation models build upon assumptions regarding the behavior of EV users, without the use of actual user data. Data based simulation models either use data from Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles from which EV behavior is extrapolated or use stated response data on EV infrastructure requirements [19] . The former contain biases which cannot be simulation model is essential to optimize the charging infrastructure roll-out and to promote a more efficient utilization of the infrastructure. In order to scope the dynamics of this model it is necessary to define charging behavior.
According to Helmus et al. [6] charging behavior can be defined as the successful result of the intentional behavior to charge a specific EV at a specific CP for a specific duration. This could define charging behavior to some extent, but it is likely that more dimensions of charging behavior need to be considered to fully capture the complex behavior of EV users in a model. De Gennaro et al. [21] define the charging behavior of an EV user as a portfolio of charging transactions based on charging strategies. While these charging strategies may be difficult to implement, the concept of a portfolio of charging transactions reflects the data based approach.
Most charging behavior studies focus on either the psychological side of charging behavior, making use of inquiries, interviews and stated response experiments [3, 17] , or the effect of EVs on the power grid [22] . The former look at behavior as a decision making process, while the latter capture behavior as the activity profiles of EV users [6] . Helmus et al [6] state that the mean behavior of EV users might be a bad estimator of real behavior. An example of this is an EV user who mainly charges at one of two charge times (8am or 6pm), but never at the mean of those two times (2pm).
Next to research on activity perspective of charging behavior, there is literature that identified the factors that influence the behavior itself. An important study by Franke et al. [3] shows the user-battery interaction style as the main variable for EV user behavior. This variable provides a balance between how much users are influenced by either their state of charge or the time between transactions. With a low user-battery interaction style the time between transactions is the key factor and state of charge is less important. Spoelstra [2] performed a literature review to address the various factors which influence charging behavior and distinct three categories, namely driver related factors (range anxiety, planning, mobility pattern and EV experience), vehicle related factors (battery size, vehicle range and vehicle type) and environment related factors (CP density). Spoelstra [2] also states that charging behavior itself can be conceptualized by six dimensions, namely CP location, CP type, charging frequency, time of day, charging duration and energy transfer. Azadfar et al. [20] also investigated the factors that influence charging behavior, and the dimensions of this charging behavior. They consider the time of day, the duration of the charging transaction, the frequency of charging and the energy required to charge the vehicle batteries. They state that factors which influence this behavior are the EV penetration rate, the charging infrastructure, the battery performance of EVs, the costs and incentive programs. They identify two key factors which most strongly influence charging behavior, namely the charging infrastructure (environment related) and the battery performance (vehicle related).
This research builds upon the real charging transactions of each EV user, which implies that the vehicle and infrastructure related factors influencing the behavior are implicitly taken into account in the model. More specifically, this study focuses on EV user activity patterns and their effect on charging infrastructure requirements. This implies that transaction volume (in kWh) is considered out of scope, even though the impact of charging may be of interest. The dimensions of charging behavior used in this research time of charging, location of charging and duration of charging. We leave out the charging frequency factor, simply because this can be inferred from the charging duration and inter-arrival duration.
Model Description
This section presents a description of the SEVA model. In the following subsections we describe workings of this model, following ODD+D [23] , an extended version of the ODD (Overview, Design concepts, Details) protocol [15] .
Overview: Purpose
The main purpose of the SEVA model is to provide insights into the dynamics of interacting EV users and future roll-out scenarios of charging infrastructure. The model is developed for policy makers to allow for decision making optimization by scenario testing. As such, it is important that the simulation results mimic the real system as exact as precisely. Therefore, each agent has a unique behavioral pattern that matches its self generated real-world data. The data itself is based on charging sessions from different location types (e.g. residential and office areas). Therefore, no assumptions are needed on the type of behavior related to the location type, such as traveling to home and work. This allows to run the model on any other type of location as long as the data is available. Dynamic settings for users base and infrastructure configuration allow for investigation of roll-out scenarios. The model allows to reveal dynamics not captured in the charging data such as competition for resources that led to failed connection attempts.
Overview: Entities, State Variables and Scales
The model contains three entities, (1) the environment, (2) the agents and The overall simulation is managed by a simulation handler. This manager controls the actions of the agents and also the interactions between the agents and the environment. Furthermore, this simulation handler has a collection of observers which keep track of metrics for the experiments and system evaluation, such as the average simulation time and the agent validation scores. The spatial scale of the model is continuous and all valid combinations of longitude and latitude within the boundaries of the Netherlands can be used. The model focuses on simulating EV use in the four major metropolitan areas of the Netherlands (G4 cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, the Hague and Utrecht). The temporal scale is discretized using bins of T minutes. T is an input parameter of the model and the value for this variable can be found in 12. The simulation can be run for a chosen number of days, months or years. The exact start date and stop condition that are used for the experiments and analysis are considered input parameters. They can be found in Appendix 8.2 (Table 11 ). Both the number of agents and CPs in the system can grow artificially with scenario planning, or can reflect the real growth of EV users in the Netherlands.
Overview: Process Overview and Scheduling
The simulation handler is a discrete event scheduler that controls the actions of the agents by storing all agents in a time ordered queue, where the time of an agent is the time of its next activity. The simulation handler sequentially pops agents from this queue. Once an agent is popped, it executes its next activity (either a connection or a disconnection activity) and then recalculates the time of its next activity. The simulation handler then pushes the agent back into the ordered queue.
As mentioned, agents in the system can be in one of three states, namely connected, disconnected or selecting CP. The transitions between these states are controlled by the processes connection, disconnection and CP selection. The execution loop connecting the states and processes can be seen in Fig.1 . When a connected agent executes its next activity, it will disconnect using the disconnection process. When an agent is disconnected, this agent will choose a CP from a set of CPs (which we call cluster ) using the connection process and then it will try to choose a CP to connect to by using the CP selection process. Table   1 in section 8.2 provides an overview of the processes. A detailed description on the processes can be found in section 3.9.
In this research the dataset is split into a training set and a validation set and for each individual agent the results are validated against its actual data.
The two datasets are created by setting a split date, a model parameter. Splitting the data is preferred over sampling, since this would affect the behavioral distribution of disconnection time between two sessions.
For each agent present in the system, its behavior is generated as distributions in the time and space dimension based on its data in the training set.
This implies that each agent has a unique set of distributions during simulation.
The agent behavior within the model is not static, since (1) the behavior in the simulation is sampled from the behavior distributions and (2) due to interaction between users, the agents may deviate from chosen locations. The distributions generated at initialization are updated accordingly during the simulation.
The agent learning based on interactions is out of scope of the current model, since this is implicitly present in the behavioral data. We assume that EV users display rational behavior in trying to optimize their convenience in charging as much as possible. We therefore assume that we approximate the behavior that the objective function would have displayed by the creation of rules from all historical charging transactions. The data does not provide the final destination of an agent, yet we assume that the charging data indicates a destination nearby.
Design Concepts:Individual Decision-Making
The subject of individual decision making includes the three processes disconnection, connection and CP selection, shown in 1. From the literature, it is known that EV users are habit-based and frequent only a limited number of CPs routinely [2, 24] . In order to capture this aspect of charging behavior, agents are defined to have several areas in which they frequently charge. In these areas, agents regularly display the same type of activity. Each area contains one or more CPs, which the EV user had used in the past based on the data, forming a cluster of the agent.
As such, the CP selection model consists of two steps; (1) a step that directs the agent to a cluster of frequent used CPs conditioned on time and space and (2) a second step that models the decision of a specific CP within the cluster. We formalize the calculation of the longitude (c lon ) and latitude (c lat ) of the center with the following equations:
Here p lon and p lat are the longitude and latitude of the CPs in the cluster. The number of transactions at a CP and within a cluster are indicated with p tr and c tr , respectively. In Fig. 2 , the maximum distance d of an agent is defined as the maximum of the distances between the center and any of the CPs in the cluster plus 10%.
The reason for this surplus is to include optional CPs in case of sparse cluster formations.
The walking preparedness w of an agent is defined as the maximum of d of all clusters and based on sensitivity analysis the minimum walking preparedness w min (w min is set to 150 meters as can be seen in table 13 By definition new CPs are not part of the historical data of an agent and as such not part of the distributions from which the behavior is derived. In order to enable the agent to adapt to a changing environment, a habit probability (p h ) is added to the connection process that lets the agent select a CP either from its behavioral habits (the data) or to from the nearest available CP from its cluster center. This allows agents to adapt their behavior to use new, closer
CPs. Connections to the new CPs do effect the behavioral distributions and as such the agent does learn from using new added CPs.
The knowledge of CP location and availability is designed such that it complies with the real-world system. EV drivers may access information resources that share CP availability data with a certain level of accuracy. As such, agents have full knowledge of CP locations while it is assumed that EV users have some limitations in knowledge about availability (either due to not using apps, inaccuracies in the apps, or competing EV drivers starting to charge just earlier than the agent). Next, the EV users are also not aware other users' attempts to connect to the CPs that it is currently connected to. As such, in the simulation model there is no information sharing between users that allows for collaboration between users to reduce competition in the system.
Given the these information limitations, we have chosen to model the awareness of CP occupation as follows: an agent is aware of the CPs locations, but not aware of the occupancy of a specific CP until it selects one to connect to. If a selected CP is occupied, a record is stored of a failed connection attempt to be used for later analysis. Failed in this case implies failed to select to a preferred CP, while charging elsewhere might have worked.
The historical failed connection attempts do not influence future behavior, yet successful connection attempts are added to the distributions that form the behavioral properties. As such, the agents are able to learn and adapt to a changing environment. A more extended explanation of decision making can be found in 3.9.
Design Concepts: Observations
The set simulated charging transactions T r = {tr 1 ...tr n } is the main output of the model and consists of a tuple {u j , cp i , t s , t e } in which u j the agent, cp j is the Charging Point, t s , t e are the start and duration of the connection.
These transactions can then be analyzed and transformed into other required outputs, such as charging infrastructure key performance indicators [4] . Next, a set of failed transaction attempts is stored F = {f 1 ...f n } as well in a tuple of {u j , cp j , time start }. The failed connection attempts can be used to reveal dynamics in the system that can not be discovered in transaction data.
From the simulated charging transactions T r, activity patterns are created using the charging transactions that summarize the behavior of agents. An activity pattern captures the activity of a (group of) agents or CPs over the 24 hours of a day in bins of T minutes. Based on simulation metrics, a default bin size of 20 minutes was chosen, see 5. In addition to the aforementioned observations, several other metrics are stored as well, see 3.
Details: Initialization
The simulation handler receives the input parameters as specified in tables Using the aforementioned parameters, the raw data is loaded and pre-processed.
In the preprocessing invalid entries are removed from the dataset in line with [5] . After preprocessing, information about a CP; the GPS location, the number of sockets per CP, the parking zone of a CP is gathered from the data. Next, an instance of the environment is created, where all CPs present in the dataset are loaded and set to be unoccupied. The set of transaction is split into a training and test set based on a split data that successively defines start and end dates for both training and test in the input parameters. Next, instances of the agents are created according to the agent selection method specified in the parameters (see agent selection method in table 11). At initialization, an agent first gets a unique ID after which is behavior is captured, summarized and stored. This is done by generating the clusters and distributions of the agent using the charging transactions of the agent.
Summarizing Behavior: the Creation of the Distributions
An important step during initialization is the creation of the behavioral distributions of each individual agent. As mentioned in Section 3.3 every agent in the simulation has three types of distributions:
• An arrival time distribution per cluster;
• A connection duration distribution per cluster;
• A disconnection duration distribution per arrival time bin.
The precision of the simulation model, and thus the number of discrete intervals in each distribution, is determined by the bin size T (see table 12 ).
Each cluster of an agent has an arrival time distribution. This distribution is used to sample a start time of connection during simulation and at the initialization of the simulation (see Section 3.7.1 on how this is used). This distribution ranges over 24 hours of a day and the bins indicate a time interval within a day (for example between 1:00pm and 1:20pm). The value of that bin indicates the number of occurrences with which an agent connected to any CP in a specific cluster in the data. Next, for each cluster of an agent a connection duration distributions is setup from the duration of transactions within the specific cluster.
This distribution is used to sample the connection duration.
While the duration distribution being time based has a range that depends on the maximum duration of connection in the data and thus may exceed 24
hours. This implies that for each agent there are as many arrival time and connection duration distributions as clusters.
The disconnection duration distributions are conditioned on the start time of the first transaction T r n , such that for each bin of start times in the set of transaction of an agent a disconnection distribution is developed.
When the agent disconnects from a CP, a sample is drawn from the relevant disconnection duration distribution. This is used to determine the time at which the agent will start its next connection.
Initial State
Once the behavioral distributions are created, the initial state of the agents can be set. This state contains the following variables: is connected, time next activity, active center and active CP (see figure 2) .
First, for each agent it is determined whether it is connected at the beginning of the simulation. To do so, for each agent the overall activity pattern based on the time bins of a day is calculated and normalized for the total number of sessions. This results in a probability distribution of being connected. From that the value of the bin in which the start time of the simulation is taken as probability that the agent is connected at the start of the simulation. What remains is to determine when the agent will (dis)connect and where the agent is connected (if it is connected) or will connect to (if it is disconnected).
If an agent starts out disconnected, a time and place for its first connection must be set. To do so, a cluster with probabilities according the number of transactions in the data for each cluster is chosen. Once this cluster is sampled, an arrival time from that cluster's arrival distribution is sampled as well. As a result, the time of the next activity of the agent, namely connecting to a (yet to be determined) CP within the sampled cluster.
If an agent starts out connected it is determined to which CP it is connected to as well as when its next activity of disconnecting will take place. For each center the number of occurrences that the agent was connected at a CP within this cluster is calculated given the time of day of the simulation start. This results in a probability distribution for the user conditioned on this specific time. From this distribution a specific cluster is sampled. The next step is to sample an arrival time from the cluster's arrival distribution. The sampled arrival time is set in the 24 hours previous to the start of the simulation. A CP is then selected using the selection process as described in Section 3.3 (and in more detail in Section 3.9). Finally, from the cluster's connection duration distribution the duration is sampled to determine when the agent will disconnect from this CP and set this as the time of the next activity. This section provides a detailed description of three processes: the connection process, the CP selection process and the disconnection process. Next it provides a detailed description of how activity clusters of agents are created.
Each process has two functions; first is sets the state of the agent and second it generates a timestamp for the next event of the agent in the entry of the queue of the simulation handler. An overview of the input, output and system interaction of each of the three processes is shown in Table 1 . The connection process determines at which cluster an agent will connect based on the given connection which is the result of the disconnection process.
Once the next cluster has been determined, it feeds forward its output to the CP selection process. The CP selection process determines at which CP in the cluster the agent will connect. When a CP has successfully been selected (indicated with the green arrow in Figure 1 ), the agent becomes connected and the next process to call upon is the disconnection process. When the CP selection process fails (the red arrow in Figure 1 ) the agent remains disconnected and the connection process is executed upon again after t r (on default 20 minutes)
time (see table 13 ). The disconnection process is called at the disconnection time when an agent disconnects from its current CP and feeds forward to the connection process. To disconnect the agent, the socket of the CP to which the agent was connected will be freed.
Connection Process
The connection process simulates at which cluster the next connection will be given the time that the agent wants to connect. This connection time is cal-culated from the disconnection duration as a result of the disconnection process.
The agent calls upon this process from a disconnected state.
Conditioned on the time of connection, each of the clusters of the agent is given a probability according to the frequency with which it arrived at the cluster at that time. Thereafter, a cluster is drawn according to those probabilities and this will be the cluster the agent will connect to next. The clusters are user specific and that in the assignment of a user to a cluster. The connection process does not check on availability, as such this process does not fail or iterate.
CP Selection Process
The CP selection process determines which CP an agent should connect to when the cluster that it aims to connect to is given as a result of the connection process. It is executed after the connection process. In this version of the model there are two possible selection methods: habit based or distance based as described in section 3.5.
With a chance determined by the habit probability parameter p h , with default value 0.4 (see table 13), the agent will select a CP based on habit. If the agent selects a CP based on habits, a CP is selected with a chance directly proportional to the number of transactions the agent had at that CP in both the training data and in the simulation up to that point. As such, agents are able to learn and adapt behavior to new CPs in the environment. With a chance of 1 − p h the next CP to select is selected based on distance. That is, the CP closest to the agent's center (while still within the range of the agent's walking preparedness) with an available socket is selected. The distance based selection method thus assumes that the agent has an awareness of availability of the CPs at that time.
It is possible that the agent chooses an occupied CP using the habit method.
In this case a tuple if added to the set of failed connection attempts F (see also 3.6 ) storing the relevant information of the failed connection attempt. The CP selection process is iterated using the habit method, until either successful CP selection or failure of selection of any of the habitual CPs. In the latter case, the CP selection process based on distance is used.
The final result of the CP selection process has two possible options; either the agent has selected a CP successfully or it failed to select a CP. If the agent was successful its state is changed to connected and a socket of the CP to which it connects becomes occupied. The socket to connect to within a CP is simply the first one available, since the sockets of a single CP are interchangeable it does not matter which one is picked. In order to find the disconnection time, a sample is taken from the connection duration distribution that belongs to cluster the agent is connected to. The connection duration distribution is conditioned on the bin of the current time in order to get a duration for the current connection (and thus decide when to disconnect). The time for the next activity of the agent will then be the current time plus the sampled duration.
A check on the plausibility of the connection duration is done to avoid skewed behavior. The connection duration is considered plausible if within the bin of the resulting disconnection time, the agent is known to have disconnected from the cluster in the training data. If this is not the case, the simulation checks the bins preceding and succeeding the bin originally sampled. If the newly chosen bin is still invalid, a check the second bins preceding and succeeding the originally chosen bin is performed. This process continues until a valid bin is found. Note that the minimal connection duration is at least one bin size long to avoid succeeding repeats of the same behavior.
If the agent was unsuccessful this means that all relevant CPs are at the moment occupied and the connection process will be called upon again after the retry time t r (20 minutes default) (see table 13 ). This will continue until an available CP is found.
Disconnection Process
The disconnection process changes the state of the agent to disconnected and updates the environment such that the socket of the CP at which the agent was connected becomes free again. It determines the disconnection duration and with that the time of the subsequent connection. The disconnection process takes the time of disconnection as input. A sample is taken the disconnection duration distribution conditioned on the time bin of disconnection time. This results the duration of the disconnection and combined with the current time this process determines the time at which the agent start its subsequent connection. However, check is needed on the upcoming connection time whether this time is valid for that agent.
For example, if an agent is known to connect during work hours at a certain location, it is not plausible that the agent connects there at 2am. We consider a time to be valid if within the bin of that time, the agent is known to have connected from the cluster in the training data. If this is not the case, the simulation checks the bins preceding and succeeding the bin originally sampled.
If the newly chosen bin is still invalid, a check the second bins preceding and succeeding the originally chosen bin is performed. This process continues until a valid bin is found. Once a valid bin is selected, the time of the next activity (connecting to the system) of the agent is set to be the current time plus the found disconnection duration. An extra restriction is made that the connection duration should be at least one bin size long (see 12) to avoid repeated short connection and disconnection times.
Cluster formation
Based on the transaction data, for each individual agent the CPs that this agent uses are clustered into one or more clusters. Clusters are formed with CPs that are close together (physical location) and where the agent exhibits similar behavior (activity patterns). The clustering requires several parameters, which are all listed in table 14.
In the cluster formation all CPs which the agent has visited more than s cs (on default 10) times in the training data are considered. For each of those CPs the activity pattern of the agent at this CP is determined as well as the longitude and latitude. This data is the input for the clustering algorithm. However, some pre-processing is needed to ensure that sensible clusters are created. First, the longitude and latitude are scaled to same range of values. The longitude is shifted with h (see 14) , which is the mean of the latitude values of all CPs in the data minus the mean of the longitude values.
Second, the influence of distance and time need to be equalized in the clustering input, do the the fact that the distance has only two variables (longitude and latitude) whereas the number of time variables is equal related to the bin size of the activity pattern. Intuitively CPs will now be clustered when they have similar activity patterns, longitude and latitude. This means that CPs which are physically close to each other and where the user exhibits the similar temporal behavior will be clustered together. However, to increase the influence of distance (rather than the temporal behavior) on the clustering we choose to multiply the longitude and latitude with a scaling factor f (see 14) . The resulting data is clustered using the BIRCH algorithm without a pre-specified number of clusters [26] . The input parameters for the algorithm were tuned to the values found in 14. A sensitivity analysis and argumentation for these values is given in Section 5.
The purpose of the SEVA model is to reveal the dynamics of the habitual EV charging behavior, rather than incidental behavior [4] , Therefore, incidental sessions (e.g. near points of interest) should not be taken into account during formation of habitual behavior. To filter out these sessions, an agent needs to have a minimum number of transactions S cs at a specific CP for that CP to be considered for clustering. The agent must also conduct at least a fraction f c (default 0.08) of its total charge sessions at that CP. Groups of CPs which satisfy these criteria form the clusters of the agent. Agents are only valid, and thus present in the simulation if they have at least one cluster. A center itself is located at the mean location (longitude and latitude) of all CPs within that cluster, weighted by the number of transactions at each of the CPs as explained in Section 3.2.
Model Metrics
In this section the metrics that capture the output of the model are described, see also table 3. The metrics are divided into clustering, run time and validation metrics.
Clustering Metrics
The method of clustering the CPs of the agents into clusters is fundamental for the simulation model, as it captures where agents exhibit which behavior.
Therefore, to be able to measure and verify the outcomes of the clustering process, several clustering metrics are generated.
For each agent the we store:
• number of CPs in a cluster
• number of clusters Furthermore, we store the total number of CPs in the simulation used by at least one agent. Lastly we take into consideration the physical size (radius) of the clusters (see table 3 ), as explained in section 3.2.
Run Time Metrics
We gain insight about the computation time of the simulation by calculating run time metrics. As the model is developed for the purpose of doing largescale simulations, it is important that computation time stays within bounds even when the size of the experiments grows. For this purpose two metrics are introduced that collect the time of the most computationally intensive parts of the model, namely the initialization time and simulation execution time.
Validation Metrics
Finally, metrics are stored to be used for validation of the simulation results.
To do so, first the data is divided into a training set and a test set based on a longitudinal split on a specific date, see We also consider two forms of validation (1) validation of CP activity and (2) validation of agent activity.
To determine whether the simulated data matches the training and test data, a validation metric is needed. We use the activity patterns of the real data 
We calculate the error between bin i of the simulated data b 
The error value of the whole activity pattern can then be viewed as the average of the error values of all its bins. An agent then has an average error per cluster -calculated by comparing cluster activity in simulated and real data.
For an experiment with multiple runs we then calculate the mean error of cluster activity for each agent.
For the CP validation, we calculate the same form of error based on the activity patterns at that CP. However, we need to be careful here, since the data contains transactions from users that are not simulated. Therefore, only CPs used by simulated agents are considered, and only transactions made by simulated agents are considered.
Clearly lower error values indicate better validation. However, at the population scale it can be difficult to interpret the meaning of the error. For the reader we provide example validation values with corresponding activity patterns in appendix 8.4 figure 15.
Sensitivity Analysis and Model Evaluation
In this section various experiments regarding model sensitivity analysis and model evaluation are discussed. We use One Factor at a Time (OFAT) sensitivity analysis and the initial default values are stated in 11, 12, 13 and 14. We test the sensitivity of a number of system parameters by checking their effect on the validation metric. Note, we conducted analysis of all the simulation parameters but in the main body of the paper we include only the more interesting and relevant results. For other parameters please refer to section 8.4.
For each of the experiments we consider four different validation metrics.
1. CP training represents the mean error over all CPs for simulated data vs training data.
2. EV training represents the mean error over all agents for simulated data vs training data.
3. CP test represents the mean error metric over all CPs for simulated data vs test data. 4 . Ev test represents the mean error metric over all for simulated data vs test data.
General Parameters
We tested three general parameters of the simulation, number of users, number of simulation repetitions, and the the activity distribution bin size. The first two parameters are included in the appendix and the final one is included in the main body of the paper.
Varying the bin size affects both simulation run time as well as the validation metric, since it determines how fine-grained the distributions of behavior are.
The decision for a default bin size is a trade-off between validation requirements and run time. The results of bin size variation, both simulation run time and the validation value, can be found in Figure 3 . From Figure 3b , it can be seen that the time for initialization decreases exponentially and linearly for simulation. 
Clustering and Cluster Analysis
In this section we tested the parameters associated with the clustering. We tested : (1) the coordinate factor, (2) the minimum number of transactions per CP, (3) BIRCH threshold and the (4) BIRCH branching factor. The main body includes the first three of these and the last is included in the appendix.
The clustering process is an important concept of the simulation design and therefore (1) parameters on data generation for the clustering and (2) the parameters of the clustering need to be taken into account in the sensitivity analysis. This analysis focuses on the effect of parameters on behavioral measures, since the parameters affect the generation of the agents' behavioral distributions. In these experiments the average number of CPs in a cluster, the number of clusters per agent, the average maximum distance and the average walking preparedness are analyzed as a result of parameter changes. We look to achieve an average walking preparedness of 250m for the clusters. This means the average agent will be willing to walk for 4 minutes from their parking spot to their activity center (e.g., home).
Recall that the clusters are defined as the set of CPs and the centers as the weighted average (longitude and latitude) of all the sessions within the cluster (see 3.4) . There is therefore a one to one correspondence with the number of centers and the number of clusters. Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the coordinate factor (see 3.9.1). We can see that at the lower range of values there is a strong influence on the maximum distance and walking preparedness of the agents. The number of centers and number of cluster is relatively insensitive to changes. We have picked the value for this parameter to be 8, since at this value the changes have leveled off. It is expected that the number of CPs per cluster and thereby walking preparedness and maximum distance all decrease as S cs (see section) increases. In Figure 5 the result of the sensitivity analysis is shown. It can be seen that this parameter has a strong influence on the number of CPs per cluster and the maximum distance, while having less influence on the walking preparedness and the number of clusters per user. We picked the value 10 based on these results, because we do not want the number of CPs per cluster and the maximum distance to drop too far. Now that the parameters for cluster input data are set, the parameters for the BIRCH clustering algorithm can be analyzed. The BIRCH threshold is an input parameter of the BIRCH clustering algorithm [26] that sets requirements to form a sub cluster in the clustering tree. As such, increasing the threshold increases the cluster size in terms of the number of CPs and distance. The influence of varying this parameter on the clustering is shown in Figure 6 . As expected, an increase of the threshold affects the average number of CPs per cluster and the maximum distance and walking preparedness. The error bars of all metrics except for number of clusters tend to increase as the threshold increases. This indicates increasing variance of cluster properties in the user population. A value of between 1.5 and 1.7 provides stable dynamics (low variance, levelling off) and also matches walking preparedness of 250m. In our simulations we chose to use a value of 1.5.
Selection Process
The selection process is also a fundamental element of the simulation model and thus its sensitivity is analyzed. Three parameters can be adjusted in the selection process (see also Section 3.9): (1) minimum radius d of the CPs taken into consideration for CP selection (2) the habit probability and (3) the retry time in case of no available CP at time of selection. The main body of the paper includes the second of these parameters, while the first and third are included in the appendix.
The habit probability influences the probability of choosing a CP based on historical behavior as introduced in Section 3.9. In Figure 7 it can be seen that there is a clear dip in the CP validation at a habit probability of 1.0. This can be explained by reasoning that with a habit probability of one, an agent acts strictly according to the data and as such we expect that validation improves.
However at this value new CPs will never be used by the agents. In general, when the habit probability parameter is lower, new CPs within walking distance of an agent's cluster will be used more often. To allow for agents to learn to use new CPs, a value lower than one is required for this parameter. Based on the low CP training and validation value and the agent learning ability, a value of of 0.4 was chosen for the habit probability. With this value an agent with a cluster containing would be able to shift its preference to a more optimally placed CP by picking that one based on distance roughly 60% of the time.
Model Validation
Having found the set of default parameters for the model, the overall model To further validate the model we examine the effect of an increasing number of users in the system on the validation metric . Experiments were performed with gradually increasing number of users from 100 to 2300 in steps of 100. The effect of varying the number of agents in the system on the validation values can be seen in 8. The results show that the competition that occurs within the system, when more agents are present, does not influence the overall validation.
As the number of agents increases the CP validation gradually becomes better. The reason for the improved matching of CP activity patterns at higher number of agents may be found in the fact that CP activity patterns are composed of activities of all agents at the CP. As such more agents may provide a more complete set of activities at the CP. 
Simulation Results
While the focus of this research is primarily on the development of the agent based model, we do include some preliminary applications of the model to demonstrate how it might be used by policy makers. We have chosen applications that provide interesting findings that data analysis alone would not have been able to reveal. We conduct experiments that examine how increasing numbers of users impacts the overall system performance [4] . A system that is used more intensely may evoke economies of scale or degradation of system performance due to increased competition. The competition in the EV system may be measured by the failed connection attempts of users at a CP. Note, these failed attempts are not part of transaction data as that only includes successful connection attempts [4] . An unsuccessful connection attempt occurs when an agent has selected a cluster and tries to pick an occupied CP in that cluster. After the first attempt an agent may make consecutive attempts to connect, in these experiments we do not count this consecutive attempts and only count the first failed attempt. In Figure 10 an analysis of the first failed attempts is shown in relation to an increasing number of users in the system. It can be seen that the number of failed attempts increases as more agents are present in the system, indicating that more competition is present. This demonstrates that within the current bounds of the system we do not see a significant change in the competition dynamics.
We hypothesize that as the system grows in the future we may see a different regime of competition dynamics. 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented the SEVA model which enables simulation of charging behavior in the 4 largest cities of the Netherlands. The model is datadriven, making use of a rich dataset to extract charging behavior, and contains design concepts specifically for charging behavior based on literature findings. The strength of the SEVA model is that it is data-driven and as such it can offer meaningful predictions. It provides a strong basis for further research on the assessment of charging infrastructure and the effects of infrastructure optimization methods. It enables artificial growth of both CP and EV users population in the system, which allows for testing rollout strategies and user adoption. The preliminary simulation results shows novel insights regarding system dynamics, such as economies of scale and competition. The economies of scale shows indications for non linear growth of the CP base given the growth of EV user. The competition effects relate to EV users not being able to charge at their preferred charging location which may be related to he perceived convenience of charging infrastructure [27] . As such, the SEVA model may be ale to provide insights on charging infrastructure rollout to policy makers that typical data analysis would not be able to reveal.
An Another strength of the model is its modularity which allows for adding new behavioral features or other system configurations. While the current model is focusing on connection activities, a logical extension of the model would be to include car type and transaction volume (in kWh) as well. The latter is part of the available data as well [28] . Having this implemented typical scenarios for smart charging could be included in the simulation [29] . While the current model sets up individual behavior patterns in the model, a logical improvement -also for computational scale up -would be to focus on user types within the EV users population [6] . From previous research it is known that there are more EV user types present in system. Having model that enables simulation of growth per user type allows to study the interactions between these user types which may be direct input for policy makers on what kind of potential EV users to stimulate. is why we lower the number of repeats no lower than five.
The last simulation setup parameter to be decided upon is the warmup period. This period is the length of time at the beginning of the simulation which is not taken into consideration during validation. The warmup period appears to have little effect on the validation metrics. This can be explained by the fact that the initialization generates behavior and thus the agents are exhibiting proper behavior from the moment the simulation starts. In order avoid to be sure inconsistencies at the initialization, a warm-up period of 7 days was chosen. The BIRCH algorithm has a second input parameter, namely the BIRCH branching factor [26] , which controls the maximum number of entities in a cluster before a sub cluster is defined. Analysis of this parameter shows zero influence on the clustering. This is due to the fact that the maximum value of CPs within a cluster is not reached at the current state of charging infrastructure density.
The influence of this minimum radius parameter can be seen in ??. As the minimum radius increases, the numbers of CPs to be taken into consideration increases as well. It is expected that this parameter mainly affects the CP validation as sessions may be distributed over more CPs, leading to CPs facilitating more unique users each with their own activity pattern. From the sensitivity analysis it appears that the minimum radius has little influence on the CP validation metric. A distance of 150 meters was chosen as the default value. This means that whenever an agent has a cluster that has a radius of less than 150 meters, it will still consider alternative CPs within a radius of 150 meters (the default minimum radius).
The last parameter for the sensitivity analysis is the retry time of a cluster.
Whenever all CPs within the cluster of an agent are occupied, the agent will try to connect again after this retry time. The retry time appeared to have little influence on both CP and EV validation. Large values though, larger than 120 minutes are less preferred due potential skewed distributions, while low values, less than 20minutes, would cause an large and unrealistic number of retries.
Also, for to reduce computational complexity, a the default value of 20 minutes, which is equal to the default bin size, was chosen. handler
Current time
The current time of the simulation.
Sensors
Sensors to keep track of system metrics. 
Run time per simulation
The run time for a complete
